Preparatory deployment of attention to motion activates higher-order motion-processing brain regions.
We used event-related fMRI to test the hypothesis that preparatory attention modulations occur in higher-order motion-processing regions when subjects deploy attention to internally driven representations in a complex motion-processing task. Using a cued attention-to-motion task, we found preparatory increases in fMRI activity in visual motion regions in the absence of visual motion stimulation. The cue, a brief enlargement of the fixation cross, directed subjects to prepare for a complex motion discrimination task. This preparation activated higher-order and lower-order motion regions. The motion regions activated included temporal regions consistent with V5/MT+, occipital regions consistent with V3+, parietal-occipital junction regions, ventral and dorsal intraparietal sulcus, superior temporal sulcus (STS), posterior insular cortex (PIC), and a region of BA 39/40 superior to V5/MT+ involving the angular gyrus and supramarginal gyrus (A-SM). Consistent with our hypothesis that these motion sensory activations are under top-down control, we also found activation of an extensive frontal network during the cue period, including anterior cingulate and multiple prefrontal regions. These results support the hypothesis that anticipatory deployment of attention to internally driven representations is achieved via top-down modulation of activity in task-relevant processing areas.